Creating a Church Archive:
Getting Started…

The records are here –so where do we start?
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A Parish Church as an Archive:
What to manage, what to save:
MAIN GROUPS
Parish Corporate records
Sacramental
Registers
Clergy records (legal)
Financial -- ledgers,
documents
Groups, guilds,
societies
Clergy records
(private)

Church Office
records
Graphic
Publications
Histories

All churches, by their very nature, are already
“
archives”
. They are not only corporations but
have distinct record-creating groups and
individuals, and the record groups are basically
the same in all churches. Because churches
chronicle a history of their congregations, more
records need to be saved.
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What every archive needs:
Space
Storage equipment
Work stations
Supplies
Security
Someone in charge
Preservation knowledge / access to
training and educational resources

To do this, Churches, therefore, need the same
basic elements as any archives
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SPACE:
Space for the
RECORDS -STATIC
Space
BETWEEN
shelves +
furniture
Space for
HUMANS –
MOBILE
REACH space

What do we mean by space? Records volume
can grow so allow room for expansion on the
shelf.
Allow 3.5 to 4 feet between each stand of
shelves, each piece of furniture or equipment –
both people and records get damaged if a
person cannot move around easily.
SPACE = ENVIRONMENT--Ideal humidity is
50% RH –Ideal temperature is 70 degrees F
or 21 degrees C (fairly cool)
A SEPARATE SPACE FOR EACH MEDIUM
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SPACE: The Diocesan Archives
has a space problem…

Obviously, our Diocesan Archives has a space
problem, so right now, it is breaking nearly all
the rules, but we are still keeping the records
safe. When these pictures were taken in 2004,
it was already “
bad”
.
Are the people who work there safe? That’
s
another issue. But we have planned major
changes to fix this problem.
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SPACE: The Diocesan Archives has a
space problem…

and TODAY…

Now it is worse, the collection has doubled and
even with half of it stored in an offsite storage
locker, the workload uses up every inch. When
we got a new camera, we took a spontaneous
tour of the Archives to test the video feature
(Play clip stored on server or hard drive.)
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SPACE: The Diocesan Archives
has a space problem…

RECEPTION AND RESEARCH AREA -- 2005

Ideally, there should be separate areas for
research and for preservation work, and neither
should be too close to stored records (they fall
down).
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SPACE:
Environmental
SPACE
CONDITIONS:
humidity and
temperature
Light (Lux factor)
Air quality
Pest control (no
kitchens, sinks,
food or drink.)

The humidity and temperature need to be steady,
cool and dry, well-ventilated with control over light
and access–the space should not be shared with any
other function (like washing, eating and drinking).
All plastic and recorded media, including photographic
negatives and slides, require a cooler temperature
THAN PAPER --BUT NOT DRIER -- AS PLASTIC WILL
DRY OUT AND CRACK. Photographs, Prints have
layers that will absorb moisture at different rates.
Paper and plastic burn at different rates –other
media are more flammable and off-gas.
Paper needs to breathe; media need to prevent
evaporation. ALL MEDIA NEED TO BE SHELTERED
FROM UV LIGHT RAYS –thick drapes or blinds, UV
filter coverings for florescent tubes.Good air
circulation and filtering prevents dust and pollutant
buildup.
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WORK STATIONS

Separate
processing area
from research
area
New “
Plastic”
office furniture
will off-gas

Wooden desks/tables are
better for temporary handling
–OR PAINT WITH ACRYLIC

So …Have more than one table.cover wood
with acrylic, mylar …
Or Paper –Acid free blotter sheets or
cardboard to prevent slipping and
contamination (disposable)
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WORK STATIONS
COVER WOOD
SURFACES with A-F
paper or inert plastic
Plenty of ELBOW
ROOM –lie records
flat when treating
and handling
Use cotton dust
sheets over open
shelving

Have more than one table with space to move
between them while carrying boxes and bulky
supplies.
What plastics are safe? Inert plastics:
polypropylene; polyethylene, polyester
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WORK STATIONS
Have more than one
table.
Inert plastics:
polypropylene;
polyethylene, polyester
Or Paper –Acid free
blotter sheets or
cardboard to prevent
slipping and
contamination
(disposable)

The things you use to protect the work surfaces
also protect the records and are part of your
supplies and equipment: Inert plastics:
polypropylene; polyethylene, polyester
Or Paper –Acid free blotter sheets or
cardboard to prevent slipping and
contamination (disposable)
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STORAGE EQUIPMENT
VAULT –built in or
stand alone (HEAVY)
File cabinets –metal
enamel
Map cabinets –metal
enamel
Shelving –metal
enamel and strong OR
PAINT WITH ACRYLIC

It is good to have a vault for the most precious
parish records (actually it is required by Canon
40). But not a small portable safe –these can
get stolen occasionally!
If your whole archives space is “
vaulted”
(locked and sealed most of the time) it counts
as a vault.
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What every
archive needs:
Supplies
Acid-free –PHOTOS, WOOL,
SILK
Acid-free and buffered –PAPER
Inert plastics –POLYESTER,
POLYPROPYLENE, or
polyethylene (for photos, paper,
cartographic --sleeves, tubes)
(AVOID poly-VINYL)

Supplies that touch the records must be of a
certain quality.
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What every archive needs: Supplies
BUFFERED = calcium carbonate
3% -- soaks up acid from paper
INERT PLASTIC = does not offgas

Sounds complicated but it isn’
t, just remember
two important things: buffered papers extend
the life of very old records and
Only certain plastics are harmless and do not
deteriorate or off-gas over time: One Polyester
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What every archive needs: Supplies
INERT PLASTIC = does not offgas:

Another: Polypropylene –look for sleeves in
stationery supply stores –if it just says “
Poly”
make sure it is not vinyl
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What every archive needs:
Security
Someone in
charge
Preservation
knowledge /
access to training
and educational
resources

People assigned to look after your records
make all the difference.
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Planning considerations:
Volume of records

Type of material

(storage)

(equipment)

Functions to occur in the Space

In the planning stage, make a list of the
volume and physical type of records, and the
functions you want to occur in the space.
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Planning considerations:
Surrounding environment:
Locks and access
Fire SUPPRESSION
Uses of outer facility
Disaster risk

Responsibility:

SECURITY

Care and Handling

PRESERVATION

Take a careful look around the outside of the
space and see what might have an impact on
the records and what you want to do.
ALL THESE THINGS LEAD TO HOW THE
RECORDS ARE HANDLED –WHEN AND HOW
AND BY WHOM
THEY ARE ALL PART OF PRESERVATION
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SECURITY
Who has keys to
the room?
What events take
place in the
building when
the room is not
supervised?
How easy is it to
open windows
from the outside?

Write down the answers to these questions.
Without proper security measures, you are
placing a time bomb next to your records.
Most people are trustworthy, but it only takes
one accident or break-in to destroy or
endanger a large number of irreplaceable
records
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RESPONSIBILITY:
Restrict access to only a
few authorized persons
Check conditions
regularly
Observe policy and
procedure
Post guidelines for all to
see

Then you know what measure to take that will
address the surrounding conditions.
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Disaster Planning
Do Risk assessment
Do Collection volume and
content summary
Have Safety measures in place
Have Disaster kit ready –
CAMERA ON SITE
Insure the cost of recovery –
include replacement value of
recovery services and new
archival enclosure
Designate team photographer

You may want to do disaster planning over the
long-term, but you may have too many other
priorities (DPR often gets put off)
Doing any or all of these things right at the
start could save your records, and even lives.
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Disaster Planning
The MANUAL
Calling tree
Map of Collection
Inspection procedure –TAKE
PICTURES
Equipment locations
Recovery procedure
Insurance activation
Police and Fire numbers
Recovery service numbers

Some components of a Disaster Preparedness
and Response Manual. (DPR)
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A Parish Church as an Archive

The “
Collection”-what it looks like:
Parish registers, (baptism, confirmation,
marriage, burial, first communion,
subscription, offerings, families) minute
books, ledgers, service registers.
The personal papers, diaries, letters,
sermons, manuscripts, of clergy and
laypersons
Churchwardens documents : contracts,
deeds, insurance policies, property
assessments, maps and architectural plans
Films, photographs, audio and video tapes …

OK, let’
s take a look at what records You
should have, keep and collect.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

The “
Collection”continued …
Records of institutions, societies,
organizations and clubs
Church related news clippings
Church pamphlets, newsletters
OFFICE FILES –THE PARISH’
S
ONGOING ADMINISTRATION:
CORRESPONDENCE
REFERENCE
FINANCIAL

You may (Probably will) also find the following
and these should be kept as well
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A Parish Church as an Archive

GUIDELINES (help!)

Diocesan Archives Web page:
Canon 40
Diocesan Archives Policy (contains
Diocesan guidelines)
Archives pamphlets on preservation,
care, handling, records management,
protection of privacy, digital storage,
dangers of water.

You don’
t have to re-invent the wheel –there
are many standard guidelines and resources
available to you.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
What about THINGS?
Material Heritage: “
Keeping Track”
Artifacts, sculptures, carved
moldings
Windows
Furniture
Memorial objects
Dedicated Books
Textiles: Altar cloths, vestments

Don’
t forget our responsibility to preserve our
heritage objects, including the church building
in many cases. With church closings, it is
especially important to track the location of
transposed furnishings, artifacts and
MEMORIAL OBJECTS. People will ask you
where they went.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
What to keep ?
EVERYTHING

EXCEPT …

Generally, the rule of thumb is Keep
everything, except …
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A Parish Church as an Archive

What to chuck –
DUPLICATE COPIES
OF LETTERS,
PAMPHLETS, REPORTS,
TYPED MINUTES.
INVOICES,
RECEIPTS, CHEQUE
STUBS –after 7 years
(keep pre-1900 if
interesting)
ANYTHING that is ALREADY RECORDED
ELSEWHERE –notes, scribbles, event
planning, lists

This is what you can throw away. Later we will
talk more about reformatting certain things to
safe space.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Preservation -- Anglican Parish
records on microfilm at PAROPEI
St. Paul’
s, Charlottetown –1777-1971
Originals deposited at PARO
St. Peter’
s, Charlottetown –18691900
Originals returned to the parish.
PARO holds 5 booklets, 1944, 1961

Most Anglican parishes in PEI have their
records on microfilm, but only to a certain date.
The film doesn’
t last forever –KEEP THE
ORIGINALS
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Preservation -- Anglican Parish
records on microfilm at PAROPEI
Alberton –1859-1973
New London –1823-1947 (+ photocopies)
Port Hill –1842-1073
Milton and Rustico –1837-1979
Richmond Parish (St. Eleanor’
s and
Summerside) –1821-1957
Georgetown –1842-1977
Cherry Valley –1894-1976
Crapaud –1843-1952
Springfield –1850-1979

THIS IS WHAT HAS BEEN DONE SO FAR. As
newer registers are filled and closed, they
should be microfilmed, so we will keep watch
for an opportunity in future. Personal
information should not be exposed to the public
if it is less than 100 years old, so there is no
rush to distribute new film to public institutions.
But what do you do you do when the public at
large wants to view your sacramental records
for family history?
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Access to information:

OFFICIAL PARISH
BUSINESS
CERTIFICATION OF
BAPTISM,
MARRIAGE,
BURIAL
---Obtain ID

GENEALOGY
--REFER people TO
THE MICROFILM

Say NO.
Legitimate requests from individuals for
certificates of baptism, marriage etc. are
regular parish business, but the Church is not
obligated to provide this material en masse for
genealogical purposes –that is not the reason
for creating these records.
How to handle access to this very private and
personal information? –if in doubt, see the
Archives policy on Access.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
BIGGEST RISK
TO CHURCHES
AND RECORDS
(AND PEOPLE) –

FIRE

All this is well and good but I cannot stress
enough how fast it could all be wiped out of
existence ithout proper precautions.
The biggest risk is FIRE
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

MOST FIRES IN CHURCHES OCCUR
WHEN NO ONE IS THERE
A WATER- MIST FIRE SUPPRESSION
SYSTEM REDUCES SURFACE
TEMPERATURE WITHOUT SOAKING
RECORDS
WET RECORDS CAN BE FROZEN AND
RECOVERED
BURNT RECORDS ARE GONE

FOREVER

What can we do? -- check the place regularly
and install safe and dependable fire
suppression mechanisms.
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A

Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS -- RISKS

FIRE
WATER
PESTS
LIGHT
AIR
TIME
PEOPLE

Over all the others, FIRE IS THE MOST FINAL,
COMPLETE AND UNCONTROLLABLE AGENT OF
DESTRUCTION.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

BIGGEST RISK

I REPEAT –FIRE. It is worth the money to
prevent it. It costes less to rpevent it than to
restore anything afterwards.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

WATER brings
pests, mould,
fungi
LIGHT, AIR,
TIME will AGE
the records
PEOPLE overhandle, lose
things, eat,
drink …

But, let’
s talk about the other things, NO LESS
SCARY IF IGNORED.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

RECORDS ARE
LIKE PEOPLE
–THEY’
RE

ORGANIC
… MOSTLY
PLANT
AND
ANIMAL

If we remember the physical nature of the
records, we will remember automatically how
to protect them
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

RECORDS

PEOPLE

WHAT HURTS RECORDS, HURTS
PEOPLE

The main thing we share in common is that we
are both ORGANIC. What we do to protect
ourselves is also good for the records.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

TOO MUCH:
HEAT
SUN
WATER

TOO MUCH:
•POLLUTION
•STRESS
•ACTION

We suffer from the same destructive elements
–people can get too much of what keeps us
alive: heat, sun, water –in great quantities
what keeps us alive can also kill us.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

RECORDS ARE
LIKE PEOPLE
–THEY’
RE
ORGANIC …
BUT THEY’
RE
DEAD –
THEY CAN’
T
SCREAM OR
RUN AWAY…

The main difference between people and
records is that we are alive so we can protect
ourselves –THE RECORDS CAN’
T!! WE HAVE
TO DO IT FOR THEM.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

BIGGEST DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
RECORDS and PEOPLE –

So what is the biggest difference between
records and people?
RECORDS CANNOT TAKE CARE OF
THEMSELVES!
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
Do weed office files
Do control access
Do monitor
environment –FIRE
SUPPRESSION
Do keep
photographs in the
dark
DO HAVE A
DISASTER PLAN

Don’
t write to the
edge of the page
Use acid-free pens
and filing supplies
Don’
t rebind old
registers
BACK IT UP–BUT
Don’
t replace
paper with digital
COPY
If in doubt, DON’
T
THROW IT OUT!

To prepare records for long-term archiving you
can develop certain practices to apply as soon
as a record is CREATED: this will save a lot of
work, expense and worry later on.
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A Parish Church as an Archive
Your present is your future’
s past:

Environment –DISASTER PREVENTION:
CHECK SPRINKLER SYSTEM AND FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS REGULARLY
CHECK WEATHER REPORTS –DON’
T LEAVE
WINDOWS OPEN OR ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT TURNED ON
KEEP YOUR DISASTER KIT IN A BIG PLASTIC
CONTAINER -- EASILY ACCESSIBLE CABINET
DISTRIBUTE AN UPDATED MANUAL TO YOUR
TEAM
PRIORITIZE AREAS FOR RECOVERY WITH A
FLOORPLAN

Tips for Disaster Prevention:
Make a manual WITH ALL THE FOLLOWING
TIPS, FLOORPLANS, CALLING TREE,
PRIORITIES AND PROCEDURES IN IT.
Check all disaster equipment regularly, check
weather reports, make sure people are familiar
with the most valuable records in the collection,
ready to act and know how to use the
MANUAL.
BUILD A DISASTER KIT SLOWLY AND TEST
THE CONTENTS, LIKE BATTERIES, YEARLY.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
DO HAVE A DISASTER PLAN + KIT

RUBBER BOOTS AND GLOVES, TYVEK
SUITS, GOGGLES, MASKS
BUCKETS, MOPS, SPONGES, PAPER
TOWEL
PLASTIC BAGS AND SHEETING (IF YOU
KNOW A HURRICANE IS COMING –
COVER SHELVES AND FURNITURE
TEMPORARILY)
WRITING TOOLS, CAMERA

Contents of the kit: (ABOVE)
If a disaster occurs --Take pictures first.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
RECOVERY TIPS
Never enclose anything WET in
plastic (airtight) for longer than 24
hours –wrap in freezer paper
MOULD will grow in 48 hours
Keep wet records COLD -- IN
DEEPFREEZE UNTIL READY TO
RECOVER
People are more important than
records –send mouldy records to
specialists

Actions and proper methods in recovery.
(Above).
IF YOU ARE NOT SURE –CALL THE ARCHIVIST
OR A LOCAL CONSERVATOR FOR ADVICE.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
Cathedral
Church of
All Saints
basement

Here is an example. In the year 2000 we began
placing some newer record acquisitions in the
Cathedral basement, as we had no other space
provided. After hurricane Juan in 2003 this
space was checked and there was no physical
damage or presence of water. 3 months later
the boxes had swollen and broken and every
folder, and page had become damp –the
whole smelled of fungi –all due to 1 inch of
residual water on the floor of the room
adjacent.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
ATCAN
offsite
storage:

By August of 2004 we had moved them out,
dried and aerated them, replaced and
relabelled all the boxes and some folders with
acid-free buffered ones, and moved the lot to
our offsite storage space. In labour, shelving
and preservation materials and moving cost it
came to about $9,000 to recover –just
because we didn’
t notice the water or
anticipate what it would do.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
MAITLAND
DISASTER

Another disaster –closing the vault up tight
after allowing water to get in.
Mould and fungi are “
anaerobic”–grow faster
in dark low oxygen areas.
This one cost $1,500 to dry out and clean 5
boxes.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
MAITLAND
DISASTER

Surface mould was removed immediately, but
the covers eventually were discarded.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
“
SUCCESSFUL”
RECOVERY
(not !):
MAITLAND
DISASTER –
The best that
could be
achieved

The records are still readable but with the
wettest books –this is the best result we could
get. Once liquid ink bleeds, it sets.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
Birch Cove
Parish-FROZEN!

This is why I mentioned that a small safe is not
a great idea –this one was stolen and thrown
in a gully where it remained frozen all winter.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
Birch Cove
Parish-Slowly dried
and blotted

Luckily, that is an archival method of recovery
of wet records! They were found thawed so I
had them refrozen and dried them slowly
again.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY:
Birch Cove
Parish-Readable!

These came out very well. It should be noted
that Birch Cove had all the names in these
three books in a database, so they were able to
use that information while the books were
missing and later being treated.
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A Parish Church as an Archive

Your present is your future’
s past:
LOOKING
AHEAD WHILE
MAKING
HISTORY

It is sometimes hard to look ahead while
making history.
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Getting started: WHAT do we have?

St. Peter’
s Church Archive

Registers since 1869
Records of St.
Peter’
s Boys’School
1879-1907
Minutes, reports
Clergy records
Churchwardens
documents-maps,
plans
?
Photographs

Letter books, service
leaflets, histories
Newsclippings,
magazines
Library books
?
artifacts

In a few minutes we will go and look at the
collection here –this is what St. Peter’
s
Committee will be working on for awhile…
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Getting started: what we might get regularly

St. Peter’
s Church Archive

Service leaflets
(chronicle of
hymns and orders
of service)
Annual reports
and newsletters
MORE
churchwardens
documents
(financial, legal)

Church office records
to the near present
Any registers, vestry
books (register of
services), ledgers that
become “
closed”

Any church may have the same things in a
collection and neverthink of it that way. Every
church may be creating the same records
regularly.
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Getting started: HOW MUCH do we have?

St. Peter’
s Church Archive

TEXTUAL Reference Library –150 ft
FLAT BOXES –25 (6 ft.)
In vertical file cabinets –20 ft.
minutes (75%), ledgers (25%)

In lateral file cabinets –9 ft.
minutes (30%), ledgers (20%) and registers
(50%)

GRAPHIC –photographs –
many
UNSORTED in boxes and
tubs: tracts. Booklets,
magazines and documents

This is the approximate volume of the St.
Peter’
s collection.
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Getting started:
what have we done so far?

St. Peter’
s Church Archive
Planning Team 
Equipment 
Supplies 

Designating
space 
Sorting “
raw”
records 
Standards and
Methods 

St. Peter’
s has all the basic elements to get
started.
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St. Peter’
s Church Archive

The Planning Team; People
who …
Have some archival knowledge and
experience 
Care about the nature, value and future
of the collection 
Are part of its PROVENANCE 
People who know people who … 

People are the basis of it all.
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St. Peter’
s Church Archive

The Planning Team; People
who …
Like to organize things 
Like the work for it’
s own
sake 
Have objectivity 
Have no private agenda 

Not everyone likes this kind of work …
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Creating a Church Archives …

Equipment and supplies
Metal shelving and cabinets 
Computer station (will come later)
Work tables, chairs, step stools 
Lighting, security, regulated RH and
temperature
Boxes, folders, labels 
Pencils, erasers 

A place to put everything ? 

They have a place to work and much of what
they need –a computer and money for more
archival enclosures will be needed.
But actually there is plenty of time, because the
next step is to ACCESSION EVERYTHING!
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Creating a Church Archives …

St. Peter’
s Church Archive
-- What’
s next?

Accession,
Accession,
Accession …

And now –lunch is ready.
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